MVVC Christmas Party and Annual Membership Meeting
December 8, 2018
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
LaFontaine Heritage Center
2800 N. Milford Rd.
Highland, MI 48357
MVVC will bring the Ham and Pop please bring a dish to pass.
We will be having a unwrapped gift collection to go to the StarFish Family Services. and an Auction with
proceeds to also go the StarFish Family Services.
During our Annual Meeting we will be discussing next years events and have our annual election of
officers.
See you all there.
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Hello and happy holidays to all. I hope that you are reading this in a nice warm comfortable
chair. I think it is safe to say most of our VW’s are slumbering nicely or are in the middle of a
rebuild or upgrade of some sort. My own beetle has had the new 2276 motor installed and
test run and is ready for the 2019 season. I also installed a new
diesel heater for the May and October cool mornings. The heater
is a perfect example of how old is new again, as well as how technology and the world market has brought prices down on previously unrealistic upgrades. An eberspacher heater unit used to be
a 1500.00 upgrade and burned gasoline (though a diesel option
was recently available) which in an enclosed space can be kind of
dangerous in an old car. Now you can get shipped to you from Ebay or Amazon a new Chinese
made units that burn diesel / kerosene for 1/10th the price! Final winter upgrades at my
house will center on replacing all 4 fenders and the front hood with fiberglass units. I have
had damaged fenders and hood on the car for a few years now (since a certain incident
where the car drove itself across a field and landed “literally” in a marsh) and these poor panels have suffered greatly during their time on this planet gaining weight with every repair
weld and coating of filler. I have decided to put some lighter replacement panels on as replacements that also are a tad wider and have some cool 70’s flare.
I hope everyone had a great 2018 season, we had some great shows and I hope that you
were able to go on the Color tour this year (October 27th). While the weather was not so
great, and frankly the colors were not as vibrant in the rain as you would hope, Steve’s European put on a great walkthrough of their Waterford facility and Steve Fowler put on one heck
of a great dinner at his place afterwards. He showed us around his cars and barns full of VW
treasure. I can honestly say I have never seen as many vintage VW parts in one place in all my
life. It cannot be understated that if you need a door, hood, fender or hard to find part… Steve probably has one (or 5)! The amount of Rabbit parts did not go unnoticed. Frankly it has
gotten to the point where it is easier to find parts for an oval window bug than an early water
cooled VW. Needless to say thanks goes out to Steve and his team for holding a great event
and hopefully their team can do it again next year and this time with better weather!
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On November 11th Munks Motors put on their end of year tech event at their Waterford facility. They had
tech talk/giveaways on some new Rust removal product donated by Workshop Hero a
brand of rust removal products. I got to show my new diesel heater unit on a stand
and ran it on the display. Chris Braden (head Chipmunk) showed us how to tighten
head bolts (nuts) and adjust valves on a super sanyo 1967
beetle. Debra Foye got some new led headlamps and we
tested led rear tail lamp bulbs on her car and compared
them to the old fashioned bulbs. Munk’s Motors has some
deals on LED headlamps upgrades for your Vintage VW so hit
him up. There was also some type 2 work going on a camper van as well as a 58
single cab.

December marks our last event of the season which will be our Christmas Dinner. This year it will be held at
the Lafontaine Museum. This is a very cool place that was built out of an old bowling alley. It is chock full of
the Lafontaine collection of vintage cars. It includes many notable classic cars which of course includes a few
VW’s. This will be a dish to pass event though the club will buy some food for the event as well.
Remember at the Christmas Dinner we will also have our White elephant auction so bring some VW stuff
you wish to get rid of and the money raised will go to a good cause. Don’t forget we also vote in the new
board. We really could use at least one new board member. Get involved and throw your hat into the ring.
You get a few free dinners on the club and you can help mold the future of our club. Everyone have a great
holiday season and a great new year!!
Dan Pierce MVVC President

Events Update, Fourth Quarter 2018
By Merritt Scott Collins
Greetings.
This summer I was forced to say goodbye to an old friend, long before its time:
two days after I wrote the last column, the driver of a van failed to yield at a stop
sign, and I broadsided him. My beloved 15-year-old daily driver was destroyed.
You know what it’s like when you want to replace your old car with a similar car, but they don’t make it
anymore? Of course you do! This is one group that can relate. I was able to find a suitable replacement.
Same car, 11 years younger.

Thank you, everyone, for helping make Vintage VWs on the Hill at Waterford Hills a success. It was a
first-time event (not to mention, my own pet project, bringing together vintage VW drivers and racers).
Vintage on the Hill attracted about two dozen VWs, including a pristine Harlequin Golf and two VW race
cars whose drivers took a few minutes to visit the club on the Hill between races. Feedback from MVVC
members was positive, so we’ll plan it again for next year. The track surface is being repaved this winter,
so next year’s touring laps will be exceptionally smooth. That the president of the sportsman’s club that
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oversees the grounds called the president of the track to say that the MVVC are excellent guests, compared to some of the car clubs they’ve hosted. But we already knew that, didn’t we?
The vintage VW community has been active this fall. Thank you to Steve’s European Auto for hosting
this year’s Color Tour. Steve opened his shop for a tour and safety inspections, then led the parade to
dinner. The weather was uncooperative, and turnout reflected that, but those who went were treated to a
good time.
Also, thanks to Munk’s Motors for hosting a fall tech session. The event showcased work on two Beetles
and a Bus, President Dan’s cool heater demo, as well as rust removal using a product provided to the
club by Workshop Hero. Munk personally spent most of his day underneath a beautiful black 67 Beetle,
performing an underhood inspection and fixing a number of annoying issues and a potentially deadly
problem if a fuel nipple falling out of the carburetor top.
Don’t forget to mark your calendars for the last of this season’s club event: the holiday party at the
LaFontaine Heritage Center on the afternoon of December 8. (As soon as we finalize the time, details
will be posted on both mvvc.net and Facebook.) The LHC is located at 2800 N. Milford Road, Highland,
and is one of the few local auto collections the MVVC hasn’t yet toured, so it should be a good time. As
usual, the club will provide ham and soft drinks; the rest is potluck. (Also, please consider bringing an
unwrapped toy to donate to Starfish Family Services.)
Upcoming events at a glance:
•

Dec. 8: Holiday party

•

Jan. 26: Dakota Inn social

•

Mar. 31: Buggy Builders

May 18-19: MVVC Festival
See mvvc.net/events for details. If you hear of any events that might be of interest to club members during the winter months, be sure to let me know at merritt@mvvc.net.

The MVVC is a Chapter of the Vintage Volkswagen Club of America
(VVWCA). Members are encouraged to also join and support the VVWCA. Membership is separate from the MVVC membership. Applications for
the national club may be found at : www.vvwca.com.
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2019 rough event schedule.
Information on each is forthcoming.
We need actual dates. If we have missed any events or if you
have ideas for new ones let us know at events@mvvc.net
January 26th

Dakota Inn

Feb

Nothing Scheduled

March -

Buggy builders show
MVVC board meeting

April -

Munk's Motors Tech Session
Aubries VW Meeting

May 18th/19th -

MVVC Festival

June

Eurohanger
Sloan car show flint
Funfest Effingham Ill

July -

Bugs on the hill (Waterford)
MVVC board meeting

August -

Woodward Cruise
Hines Cruise

September -

Barnums Show
NOWO Show
US131 Show

October -

Steve's Color tour

November -

Munk's Motors Tech Session
MVVC Board meeting

December -

Christmas Party
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"Brakes...Please Stop Me!"

by Chris Braden

Have you ever had that sinking feeling as you press your brake pedal and it turns to mush? If it's ever
happened to you, you know the sheer terror as in nanoseconds, your brain calculates an escape route. I
experienced the feeling first-hand when the brakes failed in my '65 bus one Friday afternoon, in San
Francisco, on a big hill, with my future wife in the passenger seat. The expression “death grip” came to
mind as I guided the beast into a curb.
Well, now that we agree on what you don't want, let's talk about what you do want: great brakes...the
most critical safety system on your car. The brake system is made up of two sub-systems, mechanical
(drums, shoes, springs, pedals, levers and cables) and hydraulic. The mechanical parts simply wear out
and corrode. The hydraulic parts: brake cylinders, hoses, lines and master cylinders etc. fail due to environmental conditions brought on by moisture in the fluid and aging of the rubber components. Many vintage cars, after sitting around all winter, develop brake problems even if they worked great when the car
was parked. To help you analyze your brakes, I offer some testing advice, some symptoms, their causes,
the cures, and preventative measures.
To establish a baseline, you need to test your brakes. Of course you do this every time you drive your
car, but not as a procedure. To get a better idea of their function, try some of the following procedures.
Warning: Do not test your brakes in a congested area and never with the traffic close behind you. A good
place to do it is in a large parking lot with no traffic around. As a control, see if one of your VW buddies
will let you trade test drives to check out his brakes too. We all get familiar with our car’s idiosyncrasies
over time and tend to dismiss what might be obvious to someone with a fresh perspective. First, try letting the car roll on a slight incline to see if the brakes are sticking or "hanging up." Find a very slight incline and brake slowly to a stop, then release the pedal. Does the car remain stopped without your foot
on the pedal? On a slight incline, it shouldn't. Does it begin rolling again? Good, it should. If the car won't
roll freely after the brakes are applied, something is fishy and you need to find out what, soon.
Next try a light braking test to see if the brakes "pull." PLEASE DON'T DO THIS IN TRAFFIC! At about
30 mph, relax your grip on the steering wheel so that you are guiding the car with two fingers rather than
both hands. Try braking lightly, and notice if the car drifts off course. If it does, you have a problem and
should not continue with the next test. Take the car to your local Vintage VW expert.
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Now if you can muster up the courage, pretend that your neighbor’s dog just ran in front of your car. If
they felt OK at 30 mph, go a little faster, 40 to 50 mph, and try the same test. If you are still comfortable
with how they are feeling, try a controlled panic stop. During the “panic stop test”, exert enough force to
stop the car as quickly as possible without going into a skid. This will not be dangerous if your brakes are
OK. Well, how did she do? If you feel comfortable with the results of your test, you can now go out and
play. If not, go to the next symptom...read on.
SYMPTOM: The brake pedal feels low but it got that way gradually over a few thousand miles.
CAUSE: It could be that your brakes merely need an adjustment. That's pretty easy if the “adjuster star
wheels” are not frozen. VW's have manually adjustable brakes and inspection holes. Unlike modern
cars, every 6,000 to 10,000 miles, they need a minor adjustment.
SYMPTOM: The emergency brake lever button popped out last time you pulled it up..
CAUSE: When your brakes wear and get out of adjustment, the lever may pull up too far and this can
allow the button to pop. It's an easy fix though. Have you bug doctor pop it back in, adjust the brakes,
adjust the parking brake cable and voila! You're back in business.
SYMPTOM: The brake pedal is suddenly low, it was much higher last time you drove it.
CAUSE: Normal wear and tear conditions do not cause sudden changes so you may have a problem.
Have you checked the brake fluid? You should check it but it should not be low. If you ever lose your
brake fluid, remember that your car does not consume it like engine oil. Sudden brake pedal drops accompanied by fluid loss means trouble with the hydraulic system. Buy a can of brake fluid and make an
appointment to get it fixed. If it doesn't feel safe to drive, have it towed.
SYMPTOM: As you drive, the brake pedal gets harder and higher but the brakes seem weak and ineffective.
CAUSE: This is sometimes caused by internally swelled brake hoses or corroded wheel cylinder pistons
in the hydraulic system. When the shoes rub constantly, the brake drums get hot and this can cause the
brakes to fade.
SYMPTOM: The car pulls to one side when braking.
CAUSE: Common problems on stored cars are tire pressure, sticky wheel cylinders, plugged brake hoses, or seized mechanical linkages. First check your tires! Are they inflated to the right pressure? Use the
door sticker or owner’s manual, DO NOT inflate to the maximum pressure. Possibly, If it is not the tires,
you need to have the drums pulled to look at the inner workings. If the pulling is severe, do not drive the
car.
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SYMPTOM: The brake pedal pulsates on braking.
CAUSE: This usually means that somehow the brakes have overheated (may be due to sticking parts) or
some ignorant person screwed your lug bolts on with an air impact wrench. If the problem started after
tire or front-end repairs, that might explain it. Request that your wheels be tightened with a torque
wrench or your cars original lug wrench. (Now you know why they made that wrench as short as they
did). The lug bolts don't have to be so doggone tight that you have to add a “cheater bar” to your wrench
to get them off! What if you get a flat and need to unscrew the bolts yourself?
SYMPTOM: You hear noises when the brakes are applied.
CAUSE: If you hear new noises right after getting your baby out from storage, drive it around and use
the brakes to clean surface rust off the drums. If it goes away after the first few times that you use the
brakes, don't worry about it. If it happens continually, this can only mean bad news since the brakes are
normally silent. If you hear anything, trust your intuition. Do an inspection and you'll probably find brake
shoes that are missing their lining or have linings that are saturated with brake fluid.
TIP: Flushing your brakes: Time and humidity are unkind to glycol- (alcohol) based brake fluid. Either
DOT 3 or DOT 4 brake fluids need to be flushed out every couple years to keep them fresh. Old and
contaminated fluid will attack your brake system from the inside and damage the working parts by corrosion. DOT 5, silicone brake fluid, does not absorb moisture and has other advantages but has drawbacks. Silicone fluid will cause VW brake light switches to fail and I cannot recommend it unless you operate your brake lights with an externally mounted switch.
If you have any questions, give me a call or drop me a line. E-mail: Chris@munks.com. or 248-335-5424

Contact Information for 2014 MVVC Board & Staff
President — Dan Pierce
Vice President — Debra Foye
Treasurer — Wayne Burling
Secretary — Chris Schroer
Club Events — Merritt Scott-Collins
Webmaster — Wayne Burling
Newsletter Editor — Wayne Burling

danpierce@mvvc.net
debra@mvvc.net
wayne@mvvc.net
chris@mvvc.net
events@mvvc.net
webmaster@mvvc.net
newsletter@mvvc.net
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Check out our club store
Get your Hoodie with the club logo on the back. They are $30.00
each and we have sizes M - XL $35.00 for 2XL or 3XL.

You can also purchase a club t-shirt for $12.00 sizes S - XL
$15.00 for 2XL or 3XL

Club carry - all bag with full color club logo. $5.00

These are embroidered with a version of the club logo. $25.00
Follow this link to get to the Store.
http://www.mvvc.net/onlinestore/catalog

The MVVC Newsletter Needs YOUR STORIES!
If you have an interesting, technical or simply entertaining story about your vintage VW, PLEASE
consider submitting your article to the Newsletter! Also, if you have photos of any recent MVVC
events or members, those are appreciated as well! Remember the Newsletter is written FOR you
and BY YOU!

Next Newsletter Deadline is February 1, 2019.
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Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Club
14122 Jackson Dr.
Plymouth, MI 48170
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